We now know the name of the man hit by a train yesterday in Woodfin.

Aaron Parker Junior of Asheville was struck while walking along the tracks listening to his iPod.

The 23 year old remains in Mission Hospitals in serious conditions.

It's accidents like these, involving iPods, that has some around the country calling for restrictions.

Last year in New York, a state senator proposed a bill banning the use of iPods on sidewalks after witnessing so many near misses between so-called "podestrians" and cars and busses.

Many mountain iPod users we spoke to disagree with the need for those restrictions, but do believe there needs to be a law against motorists who drive while listening to their iPods.

A Drexel University study shows the same level of distraction between drivers who used iPods and those who get behind the wheel without them.
between drivers who used iPods and those who get behind the wheel and talk on their cell phones.

North Carolina currently does not have a law restricting iPod or music player usage while driving.